Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 1β–Associated Kidney Disease: More than Renal Cysts and Diabetes
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ABSTRACT

Hepatocyte nuclear factor 1β (HNF1β)–associated disease is a recently recognized clinical entity with a variable multisystem phenotype. Early reports described an association between HNF1B mutations and maturity-onset diabetes of the young. These patients often presented with renal cysts and renal function decline that preceded the diabetes, hence it was initially referred to as renal cysts and diabetes syndrome. However, it is now evident that many more symptoms occur, and diabetes and renal cysts are not always present. The multisystem phenotype is probably attributable to functional promiscuity of the HNF1β transcription factor, involved in the development of the kidney, urogenital tract, pancreas, liver, brain, and parathyroid gland. Nephrologists might diagnose HNF1β-associated kidney disease in patients referred with a suspected diagnosis of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, medullary cystic kidney disease, diabetic nephropathy, or CKD of unknown cause. Associated renal or extrarenal symptoms should alert the nephrologist to HNF1β-associated kidney disease. A considerable proportion of these patients display hypomagnesemia, which sometimes mimics Gitelman syndrome. Other signs include early onset diabetes, gout and hyperparathyroidism, elevated liver enzymes, and congenital anomalies of the urogenital tract. Because many cases of this disease are probably undiagnosed, this review emphasizes the clinical manifestations of HNF1β-associated disease for the nephrologist.

HETEROGENIC PRESENTATION OF THE MULTISYSTEM PHENOTYPE OF HNF1β-ASSOCIATED DISEASE

The first patient, a woman aged 39 years, was referred to the nephrologist with suspected polycystic kidney disease because of reduced eGFR (45 ml/min per 1.73 m²) and renal cysts, without a family history of polycystic kidney disease. Her medical history revealed recurrent urinary tract infections, enuresis nocturna until age 25 years, and type 2 diabetes mellitus and gout at age 32 years. At the time of referral, her serum creatinine was 94 μmol/L, uric acid was 0.46 mmol/L, magnesium was 0.79 mmol/L, hemoglobin A1c was 39 mmol/mol while receiving subcutaneous insulin therapy, and endogenous creatinine clearance was approximately 80 ml/min without proteinuria. A renal ultrasound...
demonstrated multiple cortical as well as parapelvine cysts in both kidneys. The combination of diabetes at a young age and renal cysts was suggestive of HNF1β-associated disease. Genetic analysis indeed revealed a previously described c.883C>T p.Arg295Cys HNF1B point mutation in an evolutionary conserved amino acid in the homeobox domain of the HNF1β protein.4

The second patient is a man who was diagnosed with renal insufficiency (eGFR 38 ml/min per 1.73 m²) at age 27 years. He was not obese (body mass index 23 kg/m²) and no proteinuria was present. A renal ultrasound revealed a congenital solitary kidney, and multiple small cortical cysts were also reported on repeated ultrasonography. His medical history revealed unexplained elevated liver enzymes and normal serum magnesium levels. His father also had a congenital solitary kidney, chronic renal insufficiency, diabetes at age 37 years, and unexplained elevation of liver enzymes despite multiple liver biopsies. Our patient later developed gout at age 32 years as well as diabetes mellitus, and he now has mildly progressive CKD at age 40 years. Only recently, the combination of symptoms and family history pointed us toward the presence of an HNF1B mutation, which turned out to be a heterozygous missense mutation [c.826C>T; p.Arg276*].

Patient 3 was referred to the nephrologist because of chronic electrolyte disturbances, in particular hypomagnesemia (0.43 mmol/L) and a tendency for hypokalemia (3.5 mmol/L), together with a mild metabolic alkalosis. Additional laboratory investigations showed a reduced eGFR of 44 ml/min per 1.73 m², inappropriately high fractional excretion of magnesium (12%), and a urine calcium concentration <0.5 mmol/L. There was no evidence of diabetes mellitus (hemoglobin A1c of 41 mmol/mol). The patient’s medical history revealed primary amenorrhea with congenital anomalies compatible with the diagnosis of Mayer–Rokitansky–Küster syndrome. She had suffered from recurrent, although self-limiting, arthritis in the past. A renal ultrasound showed two small kidneys with multiple cysts. HNF1β genetic analysis demonstrated a large 1.43-Mb deletion at chromosomal location 17q12 (31.89–33.32 Mb deletion including approximately 17 genes), including the HNF1B gene, which had occurred de novo in this patient but had been previously described in patients with HNF1β-associated phenotypes. The presence of additional mutations in SLCT2A3 or CLCNKB, causing Gitelman syndrome, was excluded.

We were asked to evaluate patient 4, a 50-year-old inpatient at the oncology clinic. She had refractory hypomagnesemia during treatment for disseminated ovarian malignancy. The hypomagnesemia had been attributed to cisplatin-based chemotherapy and necessitated weekly intravenous supplementation. Her medical history included congenital anomalies of both ureters, leading to urinary reflux that was surgically corrected at age 10 years but led to chronic renal insufficiency (eGFR approximately 40 ml/min per 1.73 m²) without proteinuria. She was diagnosed with diabetes at age 24 years and had recurrent arthralgias, which were classified as diabetic arthropathy; however, the patient had been using allopurinol because of increased serum uric acid levels for some years. Interestingly, her father suffered from frequent attacks of gout as well as persistent hypomagnesemia after chemotherapeutic treatment for renal cell carcinoma (RCC). No renal anomalies or cysts were apparent on abdominal computed tomography scanning. Genetic analysis showed heterozygous deletion of all exons of the HNF1B gene.

Patient 5 is a man who was diagnosed with renal hypomagnesemia at age 24 years. One year earlier, he underwent parathyroidectomy because of refractory hyperparathyroidism. In addition, there was aplasia of the right kidney with some small cortical cysts in the left solitary kidney. His endogenous creatinine clearance was stable at approximately 74 ml/min but he suffered from gout. Twelve years after presentation, our experience with patients with HNF1β-associated disease eventually led us to confirm the heterozygous full deletion of the HNF1B gene. Because of the concomitant presence of hypomagnesemia and hypocalciuria, the presence of additional mutations in SLCT2A3 or CLCNKB was excluded.

These clinical cases, summarized in Table 1, illustrate the highly variable spectrum of renal and extrarenal phenotypes associated with HNF1β mutations, which is depicted in Figure 1. HNF1β-associated disease occurs as a result of heterozygous mutations or deletions in the HNF1B gene (also known as transcription factor 2 or TCF2) on chromosomal region 17q12.5 It can occur as an autosomal dominant inherited gene defect or as a spontaneous (de novo) mutation, which is seen in 50%–60% of patients.6 HNF1β is a transcription factor that is important in the regulation of the transcription and expression of several different target genes. The multisystem phenotype is probably related to the fact that HNF1β is a rather promiscuous transcription factor, which plays a role in the development of different organs such as the kidney, urinary and genital tract, pancreas, brain, parathyroid gland, and liver. Figure 2 demonstrates that the HNF1β transcription factor regulates many genes, some of them being transcription factors as well, which may be responsible for the diverse clinical phenotype. Why loss of function of only one allele encoding this transcription factor is sufficient to lead to clinical disease is largely unexplained, as is the cause of the clinical variability per se.7 In addition, although the phenotype within the family appears largely conserved in patients 3 and 5, the literature suggests that in general there is only a limited genotype-phenotype correlation.8 Environmental factors or epigenetic regulation of HNF1β expression by microRNA could contribute to the above findings.

HNF1β-ASSOCIATED KIDNEY DISEASE

Cystic and Noncystic Kidney Disease

Nishigori et al. were the first to describe a family with renal cysts, proteinuria, and renal dysfunction that preceded the
clinical presentation of diabetes. Although the exact role of HNF1B in kidney development awaits further examination, it is clear that HNF1B mutations can lead to abnormal nephron development. The latter process involves structures arising from the ureteric bud, giving rise to collecting ducts, the renal pelvis and ureter, and the metanephric mesenchyme responsible for the formation of the biggest part of the nephron. Both embryonic structures express HNF1β, and HNF1β inactivation in mice leads to defective S-shaped body formation resulting in an enlarged Bowman’s capsule and renal tubular dysgenesis. In addition to regulating genes involved in nephrogenesis per se, HNF1β affects several genes that are known to be involved in the pathogenesis of renal cystic disease. Examples are the PKD2 and PKHD1 genes that are mutated in polycystic kidney disease. HNF1β mutation in mice inhibited PKHD1 gene expression and induced renal cyst formation. Because HNF1β regulates several developmental and cystogenic pathways, there is a wide spectrum of developmental renal abnormalities in patients with HNF1β mutations.

Faguer et al. reported the clinical presentation in 27 adults from 20 families with HNF1B mutations or deletions. Renal phenotype appeared to be extremely heterogenic, with 62% of patients having one or more renal cysts. These cysts may be apparent on a renal ultrasound, mostly in the cortex, but they sometimes require magnetic resonance imaging to be detected. Our first patient showed the classical phenotype of renal cysts and diabetes mellitus, but not all patients display typical cortical renal cystic disease. Therefore, the term HNF1β nephropathy has been introduced to encompass all described renal abnormalities, including multicystic renal dysplasia, renal hypoplasia, unilateral renal agenesis, microcystic dysplasia, horseshoe kidney, atypical familial juvenile hyperuricemic nephropathy, and urinary tract malformations. Our second and fifth cases are examples of such renal developmental abnormalities, instead of classical cystic disease.

Renal abnormalities may be detected by ultrasonography when analyzed for renal function decline at a later age or antenatally by prenatal ultrasonography in pregnancy. HNF1B is therefore also recognized as a cause of congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT). Among anomalies found at prenatal screening, CAKUT is present in 20%–30% of the cases. Renal function ranges from normal to ESRD, but most patients have some degree of impaired kidney function. Urine analysis in general shows no cells and a proteinuria of <1 g/24 h. Occasionally, renal biopsies are performed in patients that do not present with CAKUT, with the histologic diagnosis often being variable and nonspecific. However, glomerulonephritis, glomerulocystic disease, and small tubular cysts may be encountered. Faguer et al. reported a renal function decline of −2.45 ml/min per

### Table 1. Five patients exemplifying the heterogenic presentation of the multisystem phenotype of HNF1β-associated disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
<th>Patient 3</th>
<th>Patient 4</th>
<th>Patient 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referral reason</td>
<td>Suspected ADPKD</td>
<td>Renal insufficiency and solitary kidney</td>
<td>Hypomagnesemia</td>
<td>Cisplatin-induced hypomagnesemia</td>
<td>Hypomagnesemia and solitary kidney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs and symptoms at presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal cysts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced renal function</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CACUT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypomagnesemia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperuricemia/gout</td>
<td>No/yes</td>
<td>No/no</td>
<td>No/no</td>
<td>Yes/no</td>
<td>Yes/yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated liver enzymes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exocrine pancreatic disease</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genital malformations</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental retardation/autism</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperparathyroidism</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Multiple$^b$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Multiple$^d$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNF1β mutation or deletion$^a$</td>
<td>c.883C&gt;T</td>
<td>c.826C&gt;T</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at presentation (at nephrologist), yr</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic delay (from nephrologic referral)</td>
<td>3 mo</td>
<td>13 yr</td>
<td>1 mo</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>12 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNF1β score at presentation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7, 13$^c$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Sequencing was performed by ion semiconductor and/or Sanger sequencing, and all reported mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

$^b$The patient’s family history included CAKUT, reduced renal function, diabetes, and elevated liver enzymes in the patient’s father.

$^c$At the first presentation to the nephrologist, the patient’s HNF1β score would have been 7; on reevaluation 13 years later, the HNF1β score had progressed to 13.

$^d$The patient’s family history included gout and hypomagnesemia in the patient’s father.
1.73 m² per year over a median follow-up of 5.5 years in their cohort of HNF1b patients. About 13%–15% of patients eventually develop ESRD. In a retrospective study of 377 patients with HNF1b mutations, no correlation was found between the type and location of the genetic mutation and severity of kidney failure.

Hypomagnesemia and Hypocalciuria

In a 2009 retrospective study in 66 children with CKD who were tested for HNF1B mutations, Adalat et al. found that hypomagnesemia was more prevalent in patients with a HNF1B mutation (48%) versus patients without the mutation (2%). In the patients with an HNF1B mutation and hypomagnesemia, there was a renal magnesium leak (median fractional excretion of magnesium of 6.5%) as well as a concomitant hypocalciuria. Because this cohort was highly selected, the true prevalence of hypomagnesemia in HNF1B-associated disease is uncertain, but it appears to be high. Adalat et al. suggested that HNF1B is necessary for the transcription of the FXYD2 gene, encoding the γ-subunit of the sodium-potassium ATPase expressed in the distal convoluted tubule, which is thought to play a role in transcellular magnesium reabsorption. Indeed, FXYD2 mutations are associated with hypomagnesemia and hypocalciuria as well. Ferre et al. confirmed that HNF1B specifically acts as an activator of the γ-subunit and that HNF1B mutations identified in patients with hypomagnesemia prevented γ-subunit transcriptional activation, with a dominant negative effect on wild-type HNF1B.

The combination of hypomagnesemia and hypocalciuria is also encountered in Gitelman syndrome, in which a defect of distal convoluted tubule sodium chloride cotransport is involved. Of note, in two of the above-described patients, the diagnosis of Gitelman syndrome was initially considered. Therefore, HNF1B tubulopathy should also be considered in patients with a phenotype resembling Gitelman syndrome, especially when a genetic confirmation of the latter diagnosis is absent, whether other clinical features of HNF1B-associated disease are present.

Hyperuricemia and Early Onset Gout

Most patients with HNF1B mutations display hyperuricemia, and some present with early onset gout like our patients 2, 4, 5, and possibly 3. Importantly, for this reason, some patients with HNF1B mutations would meet the diagnostic criteria for familial juvenile hyperuricemic nephropathy. The latter condition is caused by mutations in the UMOD gene, which encodes uromodulin and is suggested to play a role in renal urate transport. HNF1B knockout mice also showed reduced UMOD expression, suggesting that HNF1B regulates transcription of UMOD. Thus, abnormal urate transport could be the reason why patients with HNF1B mutations present with early onset gout and abnormal elevated urate levels discrepant to their level of renal function decline.

HNF1B-ASSOCIATED EXTRARENAL DISEASE

Diabetes and Exocrine Pancreas Dysfunction

As described above, HNF1B mutations were first described as a cause of MODY. HNF1B has structural similarity to HNF1α, the affected gene in the most common type of MODY (MODY3). Horikawa et al. sequenced the HNF1B transcription factor in 57 patients with MODY and found 1 patient with an HNF1B loss-of-function mutation. HNF1B is thought to play an important role in early development and differentiation of the pancreas. It regulates the expression of key pancreatic proteins, including the HNF4A and SLC2A2 genes, the latter encoding the glucose transporter GLUT2. HNF1B mutations can therefore result not only in pancreatic...
β cell dysfunction, leading to diabetes mellitus, but also pancreatic atrophy and exocrine pancreatic dysfunction. Pancreatic atrophy affecting either the head or body of the pancreas is frequently observed on computed tomography in patients with HNF1B mutations in combination with exocrine pancreatic dysfunction, which is often subclinical. Patients mostly present with diabetes in their early adulthood but with a large variation from the neonatal period to late middle age. Endogenous insulin production is present and patients with diabetes are not obligatorily insulin dependent. However, the majority of patients eventually require insulin therapy for an adequate glycemic control, which is not the case for HNF1A-associated MODY. Overall, HNF1B mutations are an infrequent cause of MODY, occurring in <1% of cases.

Genital Tract Malformations
Congenital abnormalities of the genital tract are found rather frequently in patients with HNF1B mutations. These are often malformations resulting from aplasia and failure of the fusion of the Müllerian ducts, resulting in congenital uterine and upper vaginal abnormalities or aplasia, as was present in our third patient. This indicates HNF1B as a candidate gene for Mayer–Rokitansky–Küster syndrome, as was suggested in publications preceding the description of genital abnormalities in renal cysts and diabetes syndrome. Hypospadias and other genital abnormalities are sporadically described in male individuals. These may be coincidental findings, or they may be part of the CAKUT spectrum described above, in which HNF1B mutations are the most commonly identified genetic cause.

Elevated Liver Enzymes
In contrast with what its name would suggest, not much is currently known regarding the molecular (patho)physiology of HNF1b in either hepatocytes or the liver and biliary tract in general. Liver enzymes, particularly alanine aminotransferase and γ-glutamyl transpeptidase, are frequently elevated without signs of liver disease or hepatic insufficiency, like in our second patient. Liver biopsy in HNF1B patients with normal liver enzyme levels generally reveals normal liver tissue. Interestingly, hepatic cyst formation does not appear to occur. In contrast with the potential severe neonatal cholestasis that occurs sporadically in neonates and children, adult patients with HNF1B mutations mostly show asymptomatic liver enzyme elevations.

RCC and Other Malignancies
Case studies suggest that lack of HNF1β expression is related to chromophobe RCC. Chromophobe RCC is a rare renal cancer that has relatively pale cytoplasm under the microscope, as opposed to the clear cytoplasm in clear cell RCC. This raises the question of whether we should screen patients with HNF1B mutations for renal tumors. Several reports have also suggested a role for HNF1β as a tumor marker in different tumors such as hepatocellular carcinoma, gynecologic tumors, and prostate carcinoma. The clinical significance of these findings for patients with HNF1B mutations is currently unknown but deserves further attention.

Mental Retardation and Autism
In a cohort of 53 children with HNF1B mutations, 3 children were found to have mental retardation and autism, a higher number than expected based on the prevalence in the general pediatric population. Among patients referred
for genetic testing for neurodevelopmental or psychiatric disorders, HNF1B mutations were also more frequently present compared with ethnically matched controls.

Early Onset Hyperparathyroidism

Ferrè et al. observed early hyperparathyroidism and parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels that were judged inappropriately high relative to kidney function in several patients with known HNF1B mutations or deletions. HNF1β was demonstrated to be expressed by PTH-producing parathyroid gland cells. Wild-type HNF1β inhibited transcription of the PTH gene, thus functioning as a transcriptional repressor of PTH production. HNF1β mutations found in patients lost their repressive effects on PTH transcription, which could explain early onset hyperparathyroidism in patients with HNF1B mutations. However, whether this HNF1β-mediated PTH regulation indeed leads to increased and discrepant hyperparathyroidism needs confirmation in other cohorts of patients with HNF1B mutations.

Epidemiology

Because of the variable presentation, combined with a likely considerable percentage of patients with HNF1B mutations not being recognized, interpretation of epidemiologic data is difficult. The currently available epidemiologic data mostly concern selected cohorts and are probably not readily applicable to the general population. For instance, a recent Belgian study found a 10% prevalence of HNF1B mutations in 205 patients with CAKUT, and similar cohorts yielded prevalence rates of 5%–31%. In a large cohort of 419 children with CKD, 3 patients showed a mutation in the HNF1B gene. Other studies noted a prevalence of 9% in kidney transplant recipients with unknown primary disease (mostly CAKUT) and up to 40% in patients with the combination of renal malformations and diabetes. Clissold et al. summarized the prevalence of HNF1B mutations in nine studies in cohorts with ≥50 patients. These patients were, however, all selected based on renal abnormalities such as cysts and dysplasia, and HNF1B gene anomalies were detected in 19% of these patients.

Most of the epidemiologic data concerns pediatric (CAKUT) populations, whereas diagnosis can be especially difficult if the patient presents at adult age. We reviewed the existing literature to evaluate differences in the phenotype between pediatric and adult populations. These studies are unable to provide sound quantitative data that can be generalized on a population level. Most studies consisted of selected patient groups, often with specific inclusion criteria. Moreover, there are limited studies in which both children and adults were described. The prevalence of hypomagnesemia ranges from 0 to 100% in the different studies, but the prevalence in adults is consistently higher in those studies that included children and adults. The same appears to be true with regard to the extrarenal phenotypes of elevated liver enzymes, pancreatic hypoplasia, and diabetes mellitus. These differences might be related to a delayed onset of the phenotypical changes. Alternatively, asymptomatic phenotypical changes may be detected during routine investigations during follow-up. With regard to the CAKUT phenotype, there is only one study including both children and adults that clearly reports frequencies of signs and symptoms; unfortunately, CAKUT itself was an inclusion criterion, at least when it came to the pediatric patients. With the emergence of whole-exome sequencing in genetic diagnosis, a better estimate of overall prevalence(s) can possibly be attained in the future. However, whole gene deletions could be missed with this technique when no specific post hoc copy number variation analysis or similar is performed.

Which Individuals Should Be Screened for HNF1β Mutations?

The heterogenic presentation of HNF1B mutations in combination with the frequent lack of a positive family history owing to de novo mutations makes recognition of individual cases difficult. Differential diagnosis may vary based on the presenting features in the individual patient. In children, the most prominent presentation of HNF1β-associated disease is with CAKUT. At adult age, however, especially when the presentation deviates from the classical cysts and diabetes phenotype, the disease can be difficult to recognize. The clinical nephrologist can encounter HNF1β-associated disease in the form of suspected polycystic kidney disease, particularly when kidneys are not enlarged, or presumed diabetic nephropathy. CKD in combination with renal cysts is easily incorrectly diagnosed as autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease or medullary cystic kidney disease. In such cases, the localization of the cysts, the size of the kidneys, the absence of a clear family history, and the presence of extrarenal symptoms could help in being alert for an alternative diagnosis. CKD in combination with diabetes is frequently misdiagnosed as diabetic nephropathy, although the renal impairment mostly precedes the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus in HNF1β-associated disease. Part of the difficulty in recognizing these patients of course lies in the fact that many associated extrarenal signs and symptoms occur commonly in the (nephrological) population. Gout and/or hyperparathyroidism in the presence of CKD are easily interpreted as complications secondary to the CKD itself but could be a diagnostic clue if they are judged discrepant to the degree of renal insufficiency. HNF1β mutations should also be part of the differential diagnosis of renal hypomagnesemia and can even mimic Gitelman syndrome because of the concomitant hypocalciuria. Other clinical signs or symptoms of HNF1β-associated disease should be actively sought for in these patients. HNF1β-related disease can also be categorized as part of the group of conditions called autosomal dominant tubulointerstitial kidney disease. These are diseases characterized by bland urinary sediment, tubular and interstitial fibrosis, and slowly progressive kidney disease. Indeed, the phenotypes associated with HNF1B mutations partly overlap with mutations in

REN, UMOD, and MUC1, which are also part of the spectrum of autosomal dominant tubulointerstitial kidney disease.

There are currently no clear directives on which patients should be genetically tested to confirm the diagnosis. In a cohort of 205 CAKUT patients (147 pediatric, 58 adult) with renal anomalies in combination with extrarenal symptoms associated with HNF1β, Raaijmakers et al. recently showed that bilateral renal anomalies, renal cysts from unknown origin, a combination of two major renal anomalies, and hypomagnesemia were all predictive for finding HNF1B mutations, which were detected in 10% of patients.44 Faguer et al. recently developed a 17-item HNF1β risk score to determine which individuals should be genetically screened for HNF1B mutations.49 This score takes into account the presence of renal, pancreatic and genital abnormalities, electrolyte disorders, abnormal liver tests, and family history, all combined into a weighed scoring system. A high risk score with a cutoff of ≥8 points was reported to make the presence of HNF1B mutation more likely (sensitivity 98%, specificity 91%, positive predictive value 19.8%).49 This risk score may facilitate identification of undetected patients with HNF1B mutation-related disease. However, the risk tool has only been validated in the authors’ own cohort, which was a very selected population of mostly pediatric patients with CAKUT who were previously selected for HNF1B mutational screening. The score excludes patients below the cutoff from diagnostic evaluation, although sensitivity might be considerably lower when the score is eventually validated in other cohorts. Although all patients presented above eventually scored above the cutoff on Faguer’s HNF1β score, patient 2 did not at the time of initial presentation, indicating that an unknown percentage of patients with an initial risk score <8 could go undetected. Indeed, even in the rather selected CAKUT cohort of Raaijmakers et al., the HNF1β score would have missed 3 of 20 identified patients.44 Consequent use of this scoring system thus might lead us to falsely exclude HNF1B mutations in a considerable percentage of patients, who would have scored below the cutoff value for the HNF1β scoring system at presentation. Performance of such a score of course also depends on the amount of clinical screening that was done before the moment that the score is applied. Thus, deciding whether a patient should be screened for HNF1B mutations currently still comes down to the presence of clinical suspicion, possibly aided by a clinical risk score, and the attention of the caring physician. In addition, one always needs to keep in mind that proving causality in terms of interpretation of genetic diagnosis is more difficult when the signs and symptoms in the individual patient differ more from the originally associated phenotype. Furthermore, one cannot exclude that mutations or polymorphisms in other genes could partly explain or modulate the phenotype in patients with HNF1B mutations or deletions. The emerging era of whole-exome sequencing might provide opportunities to further examine these issues.

In conclusion, HNF1β-related disease is a variable multisystem disorder with limited genotype-phenotype correlation, with specific significance to the nephrologist. It is likely that an unknown but potentially large percentage of HNF1β-associated kidney disease is currently not being recognized or is misdiagnosed. In addition, there can be a considerable diagnostic delay before the disease is eventually recognized, as exemplified in some of the presented cases. Although no causal therapy is currently available, diagnosing the syndrome is important. Early recognition makes (family) screening for diabetes, renal function decline, hypomagnesemia, and associated hypokalemia possible, and it may prevent unnecessary examinations and biopsies. In addition, genetic counseling should be offered to patients and their family members.
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